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2017-2018 activities
• International projects

 CD-LINKS: multi-sectoral assessment (SDGs) 
 EMF33; Bioenergy
 AgMIP; Food security
 COMMIT; National mitigation assessments
 IPBES and WWF study: Ecosystem
 SSP; Harmonizing and downscaling

• 1.5 °C mitigation studies
• Broader sustainability assessments

 Food, water, land, energy and ecosystem
• Economics in climate change impacts

 Hydropower (Zhou et al.,2018)
 Cooling water (Zhou et al.,2018)
 Energy demand change (Park et al., 2018)
 Labor productivity (Takakura et al., 2018)
 Agricultural yield (Fujimori et al., 2018)
 Flood (Takakura et al. in prep)
 Heat stress (Takahashi et al. in prep)
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Highlights in 2018

AgMIP achievement

• SSP/RCP based gridded 
information

• Generated by AIM
• Full SSP/RCP matrix is 

available



Priority in 2019

• Asian assessments 
Mid-century strategy along with NDC updates

• Multi-sectoral assessments for Asia
Mitigation and SDG dimensions
 Land-energy-water-ecosystem

 Impacts and adaptation



Energy Transformation Cost for the 
Japanese Mid-century Strategy: 
Energy System Feedback Effects in an 
Economic Model



Outline

• Background
 Current understanding of macroeconomic costs in deep 

decarbonization scenarios
• Objective
 What if energy system information is fully integrated 

into an economic model?
• Method
 A new integrated modeling framework with iterations

• Findings
 The new approach is effectively decrease 

macroeconomic cost. 
 Energy end-use modeling particularly service and 

industry sectors are key.



Background

• Mid-century strategy is needed to be 
established after Paris Agreement

• Macroeconomic cost is one of the concerns 
shifting towards low carbon system

• Economic model is a tool to estimate 
macroeconomic costs.

• CGE models tend to project policy costs higher 
than energy system models
 Parameter calibration is based on historical 

substitution parameters but it would not be the 
case for the future (deep decarbonization)

• Renewable energy is also another concern for 
CGE models where we need to address physical 
feasibility of power supply



Core questions

• What if we incorporate energy and power 
system appropriately into economic model

• Is macroeconomic cost still high to be 
concerned?

• If it is different, what would be the key 
elements in that modeling framework?



Method overview

• AIM/Enduse [Japan] (called AIM/Enduse
hereafter), and a power dispatch model, 
AIM/POWER, are inter-linked with the multi-
sector economic model AIM/CGE
 Represent energy, power economic system 

characteristics appropriately
• Iterate the exchanges of information among 

the models
• Two illustrative scenarios for Japan 
 w/ and w/o mitigation climate change mitigation
 80% reduction in 2050



AIM/CGE AIM/Enduse

• GDP changes
• Household consumption 

changes
• Industry and service sectors 

output
• Energy Prices

• Power generation share by 
energy sources

• Battery capacity
• CCS installation
• Final energy consumption by 

sectors and energy types
• Investment of energy end-use 

sectors
• Carbon prices
• Transmission losses

Socioeconomic assumptions
Climate policy assumptions

AIM/CGE

AIM/Enduse

CGE results 1 Enduse results 1

CGE results 2

Enduse results 2

AIM/CGE

CGE results 3

AIM/POWER

POWER results 1

• Power capacity by technologies
• Electricity demand

• Curtailment rate
• Capacity factor by technologies
• Battery for short-term fluctuation

AIM/POWER

POWER results 2
Integrated Model

Stand-alone Model



Results
Primary energy Power generation Final energy Emissions and 

carbon price



Effect of large scale variable renewable 
energy penetration



Climate policy cost

• AIM/CGE stand-alone is higher than AIM/Enduse stand-alone or 
integrated model

• Technological variation scenarios exhibit similar tendency



Which sector’s representation 
contributes to this policy cost changes

Estimate Std. Error t-value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 0.918 0.057 16.111 < 2e-16 ***

2030 0.150 0.060 2.516 0.0128 *

2035 0.451 0.060 7.578 1.75E-12 ***

2040 0.725 0.060 12.182 < 2e-16 ***

2045 0.900 0.060 15.121 < 2e-16 ***

2050 1.029 0.060 17.286 < 2e-16 ***

Energy 

Supply
0.398 0.034 11.570 < 2e-16 ***

Industry -0.404 0.034 -11.753 < 2e-16 ***

Service -0.501 0.034 -14.587 < 2e-16 ***

Transport 0.036 0.034 1.033 0.3028

Residential -0.182 0.034 -5.288 3.54E-07 ***

Energy supply Industry Service Transport Residential

scenario 1 off off off off off

scenario 2 off off off off on

scenario 3 off off off on off

scenario 4 off off off on on

scenario 5 off off on off off

scenario 6 off off on off on

scenario 7 off off on on off

scenario 8 off off on on on

scenario 9 off on off off off

scenario 10 off on off off on

scenario 11 off on off on off

scenario 12 off on off on on

scenario 13 off on on off off

scenario 14 off on on off on

scenario 15 off on on on off

scenario 16 off on on on on

scenario 17 on off off off off

scenario 18 on off off off on

scenario 19 on off off on off

scenario 20 on off off on on

scenario 21 on off on off off

scenario 22 on off on off on

scenario 23 on off on on off

scenario 24 on off on on on

scenario 25 on on off off off

scenario 26 on on off off on

scenario 27 on on off on off

scenario 28 on on off on on

scenario 29 on on on off off

scenario 30 on on on off on

scenario 31 on on on on off

scenario 32 on on on on on

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠 = �
(𝑠𝑠,𝑗𝑗)∈𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 + 𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠

Each sector’s on/off
Each scenario’s 
GDP loss



Conclusions and Discussion

• Macroeconomic costs are not so large if energy 
system information is appropriately reflected in 
economic models

• General perception of climate change 
mitigation costs in terms of macroeconomic 
losses can change.
 Can this conclusion generalized to other countries?

• The industry and service sectors’ energy 
consumption and production functions
 GDP accounting coming from household 

consumption is controversial because household 
expenditure increase associated with expensive 
energy technologies directly increase GDP.


